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Abstract: In mobile multihop relay (MMR) networks, Relay
multicast rekeying algorithm (RMRA) is meant to ensure secure
multicast communication and selective updating of keys in MMR
networks. However, in RMRA, the rekeying is carried out after a
specific interval of time, which cannot ensure the security for
multicast communication on joining the member. Secondly, the
rekeying scheme generates a huge communication overhead on the
serving multihop relay base station (MR-BS) on frequent joining of
members. Lastly, there is nothing about when a member left the group
communication. Thus, the rekeying scheme of RMRA fails to provide
forward and backward secrecy and also is not scalable. To solve this
problem, an improved rekeying scheme based on broadcasting a new
seed value on joining and leaving of a member for updating the
ongoing key management is proposed. The proposed scheme solves
the issue of forward and backward secrecy and the scalability in a
very simplified way. The forward and backward secrecy of the
proposed scheme has been extensively validated by formal method
using rank theorem. Furthermore, mathematical derivation showed
that the proposed scheme out-performed the RMRA in terms of
communication cost and complexity.
Keywords: Relay multicast rekeying algorithm (RMRA), security
in WiMAX, Mobile Multihop Relay, 4G networks, SEDRRA,
Distributed Algorithms.

1. Introduction
Multicast services in MMR network is an efficient and
power saving mechanism which also facilitates the
subscribers with strong protection from theft of service by
encrypting the broadcast connections within the
subscribers, and the serving multihop relay base station
(MR-BS). This strong protection is in the shape of
confidentiality, authenticity and the integrity of messages
delivered within the group members[1-3]. Security of these
multicast communications usually depends on secure group
communications, which require privacy for participants and
access control at the multicast server. In order to ensure secure
communication within the group, several secret keys must be
shared and updated periodically in that group. MR-BS needs to
unicast or broadcast the keys with specific period of time to
maintain the key's secrecy and to ensure the secure
communication [4]. The group communication can be
compromised by any adversary through the compromised
group members. The compromised group members may not
necessarily be the part of group communication at the time of
attack; it may be the member who left the group, and still they

have the key with an active lifetime. Thus, security is a critical
issue, especially for stock option bidding, pay per view TV
broadcasting, and video conferencing kinds of application.
Those emerging applications usually depend on secure group
communications, which require privacy for participants and
access control at the group communicator server [5].
For secure group communication, rekeying mechanism
must be efficient enough that the leaving or joining
member cannot derive the future and past shared keys i.e.
maintain forward secrecy and backward secrecy
respectively. However, most of the algorithms by providing
these secrecies, they do not care the issue of scalability.
Therefore, for a dynamic group in which the membership
changes frequently, the rekeying algorithm is a critical factor
in overall service efficiency; it should guarantee forward
secrecy and backward secrecy; on the other hand, the rekeying
algorithm should be scalable to a large group. The challenge
of a secure multicast service in MMR networks is to provide
an efficient rekeying method for controlling access to a
group and its communications that can ensure the issues of
secrecies and scalability [6, 7].
Secure group communication is one of the emerging topics in
the recent network technologies. During the last ten years,
several protocols have been proposed to counter the above
challenges. For instance, the initial works for secure multicast
and broadcast communication are [8-9]. Later, logical key
hierarchy (LKH) [10, 11] and one-way function tree (OFT)
[12] were proposed. Several other protocol were proposed
based on OFT and LKH [11, 13-15]. However, all these
schemes were centralized and have the issues of forward
secrecy, backward secrecy and the scalability [15]. Group
communication for WiMAX networks recently gained
popularity, especially for MMR networks (e.g. smart grid
applications) [16-18]. Multicast and broadcast rekeying
algorithm (MBRA) is the primary scheme proposed by the
standard to ensure the secure group communication in
single hop networks [4, 19]. However, several analyses [1,
5, 20-22] showed that the scheme fails to provide the main
group communication properties, i.e. forward secrecy,
backward secrecy and the scalability. To address the above
issues, ELAPSE (Efficient sub-Linear rekeying Algorithm
with Perfect Secrecy) has been proposed [1, 5, 23]. ELAPSE
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is proposed to counter the weaknesses of MBRA, i.e.
forward secrecy, backward secrecy and the scalability. It
can be visualized that no doubt the ELAPSE can
successfully counter the MBRA issues but still the scheme
is not scalable as when the group increases, number of
unicast and multicast increases, and even if the member of
groups increases, the unicast and multicast messages
increases. Secondly, if applied to multihop, the complexity
in terms of communication costs will be increased [7].
Thus, the scheme is not suitable for the scenarios where
nodes join and leave frequently at multihop networks.
In [24], layered group key management scheme was
illustrated; this scheme had the capabilities to counter the
forward secrecy and the backward secrecy and has the
capabilities to work for mobile multihop WiMAX networks.
However, the protocol is complex and less scalable [25].
RMRA is proposed by the standard to ensure the group
communication and to enhance the scalability as the
scheme works for mobile multihop relay networks [4, 20].
However, analysis shows that the scheme no doubt ensures
secure group communication and enhances the network
coverage, but the scheme fails to address the issues of
forward secrecy and backward secrecy, and also the
scheme is centralized, which means still all the joining and
leaving members needs to works under the supervision of
MR-BS [26]. This scheme is derivative of MBRA for
multihop networks. Thus, the scheme is not suitable for
dynamic traffic networks, where frequent nodes join or
leave the networks [5, 21].
Thus, based on above discussion, it can conclude that
literature on secure multicast and broadcast algorithm are very
scares for MMR networks having three security features, i.e.
forward secrecy, backward secrecy and the scalability under
one roof. So, a rekeying algorithm is needed that can fulfill the
security requirements of the emerging relay based networks. In
this paper, we proposed secure and efficient distributed relay
based rekeying algorithm (SEDRRA) to ensure the secrecy
properties in a fewer complex and scalable way. In this paper,
the comparison is carried out with the baseline protocol i.e.
RMRA as up till now there is no other protocol proposed. To
the author knowledge, this is the first time very extensive and
exhaustive work has been done in this research area.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section
describes the network model and problem formulations.
Section 3 demonstrates the proposed SEDRRA rekeying
protocol. Section 4 discusses the performance study through
formal analysis. Section 5 discusses the performance study
through mathematical analysis. In final section, we conclude
the paper.

2. Network Model and Problem Formulation
2.1 MMR network model
Figure 1 shows the considered MMR network model for group
communication. The network model consists of MR-BS and
non-transparent relay stations (N-RS) [27-29]. These N-RS
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works as decode and forward and has the capabilities to
generate the relevant secure group keys. In this model, several
N-RSs join together to form a group. These groups can be at
single hop or at multihop. For the single and multihop, MR-BS
and N-RS is responsible for initiating and managing the group
communication respectively. For group communication, two
different kinds of keys are used: group key encryption key
(GKEK) and group traffic encryption key (GTEK). GTEK is
used to encrypt/decrypt the group communication, while,
GKEK is used to encrypt/decrypt the GTEK. A Lifetime is
specified for both the keys, thus the keys will expire after
specific period of time. Normally, N-RS may get the initial
GTEK by using key-request and key-response messages.
MR-BS and N-RS updates and distributes these keys using two
different key update command messages: GKEK update mode
and GTEK update mode. Intermittently, MR-BS unicast the
key update command message for GKEK update mode to each
N-RS in each group. The message contains the new GKEK
encrypted with the key encrypted key (KEK), which is derived
from the authorization key (AK) established during
authentication procedures. Later, MR-BS multicast the key
update command message for GTEK update mode, which
contains the recent GTEK encrypted with the corresponding
GKEK. The complete protocol can be specified as follow:
MR-BS------- N-RS: (GKEK) KEK
MR-BS------- N-RS: (GTEK) GKEK

Figure 1. Network model
2.2 Problem formulation
Group communication is carried out using a traditional method
of sending the key request and receiving the key response
messages. However, critical issues arise once it comes to the
matter of rekeying of an algorithm. Rekeying algorithm must
be competent enough to deal with the problem of forward
secrecy, backward secrecy and the scalability. MBRA,
ELAPSE and the RMRA had been proposed to counter the
above secrecy issues. MBRA and ELAPSE is for single hop
while RMRA is for MMR networks. However, MBRA and
RMRA have been proposed by the MMR WiMAX networks
standard [4]. If we evaluate MBRA and RMRA, it can be seen
that two problems with these protocol exists. Firstly, these
protocols are not scalable as they still need to unicast to each
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N-RS, and any rekeying algorithm depending on unicast
methods is not scalable. Secondly, these protocols do not
address the issue of backward and forward secrecy. In the case
of member joining, when a new member receives the current
GTEK, it can decrypt all previous messages that were
multicast during the lifetime of the same GTEK. In the case of
member leaving, there is nothing in this protocol that prevents
a leaving SS from receiving the next GKEK and decrypting the
next GTEK.
In ELAPSE, they use the concept of sub- grouping SS so that
the GKEK will not be maintained via unicasting to individual
SS, but via broadcasting to sub- groups. During the joining of a
member, ELAPSE have the case of multi-joins, and during the
multi-joins, the GTEK is not updated immediately, so there is
sometimes where the joining member can guess the previous
keys thus can limit the capabilities of backward secrecy. The
scheme runs in O (log n) message complexity. But this is also
not scalable for large value of n, and the scheme cannot be
implemented for the multihop networks [7].
In this paper, SEDRRA, an alternative to the MBRA,
ELAPSE and the RMRA, is proposed. SEDRRA is more
efficient alternatives that ensure forward secrecy and
backward secrecy. The proposed scheme had less
communication cost thus is scalable. The proposed scheme
can be applied to any MMR networks, especially LTE-A,
smart grid communication and the MMR WiMAX
networks. However, this scheme is validated based on
MMR WiMAX networks.
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expiration of its lifetime. At a single hop, if any new N-RS
joins the group, MR-BS transmit GKEK encrypted by KEK to
the requesting N- RS on unicast connection. Secondly, MR-BS
broadcast new seed Sp for rekeying the existing rekeying
scheme. This seed Sp is encrypted by the updated GTEK.
Based on this seed, the entire participating member will update
their rekeying scheme.
The detailed conceptual design for SEDRRA schemes in
MMR WiMAX is shown in appendix A and the complete
pseudo code for SEDRRA rekeying protocol is shown in figure
3. When any N-RS needs to initiate the multicast and broadcast
services, it will send the key request for GKEK and GTEK
from MR-BS. MR-BS will respond with the keys and their
lifetimes using key response message.
Once N-RS achieved the traffic keying parameters from MRBS, it needs to update GKEK. This updating is one-way, i.e.
the client N-RS need to update the GKEK periodically as they
previously shared the valid AK.

3. Proposed SEDRRA Rekeying Protocol
To countermeasure the above-mentioned flaws, SEDRRA for
secure multicast and broadcast services is proposed. This
proposed scheme provides backward secrecy and forward
secrecy in a very powerful way with a very less complex
environment. SEDRRA protocol is illustrated in figure 2.

N − RSi → MR − BS : RMR −BS RN −RS AKID SAID
MR − BS → N − RSi : RMR−BS RN −RS GKEK LIFETIME
N − RSi → MR − BS : [GKEK x+i ]KEKi
u

[
: [S ]

MR − BS → N − RS i : GTEK
MR − BS → N − RS i

]

b
x + j GKEK

p b
GTEK

x+i

x+ j

Where ‘u’ stands for unicast, ‘b’ stands for broadcast, ‘p’, ‘i’
& ‘j’ are the integer
Figure 2. SEDRRA protocol
According to this protocol, N-RS first send the key request for
GKEK and GTEK by transmitting random numbers, AK and
SAID. In response, MR-BS transmits with GKEK, GTEK with
their lifetimes. Once N-RS receives and installed these keys, it
starts updating GKEK by sending Group-Key-UpdateCommand (GKUC) for GKEK periodically for the expiration
of its lifetime. However, to update the refreshed GTEK, MRBS transmits GKUC for GTEK periodically before the

Figure 3. Pseudo code for SEDRRA rekeying algorithm
Once GTEK life time approaches its maximum limit, GTEK
Grace Time starts and causes MR-BS to transmit GKUC
message for GTEK. This new GTEK is encrypted with the
latest updated GKEK that was previously transmitted by the
requesting N-RS. However, both updating is done through
(GKUC) message using unicast connection. During these
updating, if at any time, either N-RS cannot send the GKUC to
update GKEK or received any GKUC to update GTEK from
MR-BS, N-RS needs to send the key request again. This is due
to the reason that, if MR-BS does not receive any GKUC
message for GKEK from N-RS after specific period of time, it
will remove N-RS from the list and consider as left the Group.
At the Multihop level, any N-RS joins the group; it will follow
the same procedure to attain the GKEK and GTEK with their
lifetimes from the existing N-RS on unicast connection.
Existing N-RS is now responsible to transmit GKUC message
for GTEK on behalf of MR-BS. Existing N-RS will broadcast
the seed Spi for the participating member to rekey their existing
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rekeying scheme. Later, all the members will update their
keying table. Like above, at any time, if both entities N-RS2
and N-RS1 cannot send the GKUC to update their respective
keys, N-RS1 will remove all the credentials of N-RS2 after the
expiration of lifetimes from the list and consider as left the
Group. N-RS2 needs to send the key request again to make the
service available.
3.1 Secrecy management
The detailed forward and backward secrecy management
procedures for SEDRRA protocols are discussed in the
following sub-sections.
3.1.1 Backward Secrecy Management
The figure 4 shows the complete pseudo code for backward
secrecy-SEDRRA rekeying protocol. In the backward secrecy
(BS) management, if any new member wants to avail the
multicast services, it needs to follow the SEDRRA protocol to
obtain the keying parameters.
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GKUC message to update GTEK. This GTEK will be
encrypted by the latest updated GKEK sent by the joining
member. Thus joining member will decrypt GTEK with the
latest GKEK from its table to continue availing the multicast
and broadcast services. At a single hop, if any new N-RS joins
the group, MR-BS transmit GKEK encrypted by KEK to the
requesting N-RS on unicast connection. Secondly, MR-BS
broadcast new seed Sp for rekeying the existing rekeying
scheme. This seed Sp is encrypted by the updated GTEK.
Based on this seed, the entire participating member will update
their rekeying scheme. At the Multihop level, any N-RS joins
the group; it will follow the same procedure to attain the
GKEK and GTEK with their lifetimes from the existing N-RS
on unicast connection. Existing N-RS is now responsible to
transmit GKUC message for GTEK on behalf of MR-BS.
Existing N-RS will broadcast the seed Spi for the participating
member to rekey their existing rekeying scheme. Later, all the
members will update their keying table. Thus joining member
cannot guess the past communication which shows that the
SEDRRA protocol support backward secrecy.
3.1.2 Forward Secrecy Management
The figure 5 shows the complete pseudo code for forward
secrecy-SEDRRA rekeying protocol.

Figure 5. Pseudo code for FS-SEDRRA rekeying algorithm
Figure 4. Pseudo code for BS-SEDRRA rekeying algorithm
Once it received keying parameters from the MR-BS, it needs
to update GKEK periodically before the lifetime approaches
maximum limits. Joining member intermittently transmits
GKUC message to update GKEK. As long as joining member
update GKEK periodically, both entities necessarily update
their tables. Once the Grace Timeout value for GTEK
approaches its maximum limits, the MR-BS will transmit

In the forward secrecy (BS) management, it is assumed that
any N-RSy is already joined to the existing N-RS, and now it
wants to leave the group. The reasons for leaving the group
may be due to non-updating the keying parameters from either
sides or intentionally leaving the group. Suppose, N-RSy is
leaving the group due to non-updating of keying parameters, at
this moment, existing N-RS is expecting GKUC message for
GKEK from N-RSy. If there is no GKUC message within the
GKEK lifetime, existing N-RS will wait until the GKEK
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lifetime is expired. Once GKEK lifetime is expired and
existing N-RS hasn’t received any GKUC message, Group will
remove all of its credential from the table and considered as
left the group. Existing N-RS will broadcast the seed Spi for the
participating members to rekey their existing rekeying scheme.
Later, all the members will update their keying table. Thus
leaving member cannot guess the future communication which
shows that the SEDRRA protocol support forward secrecy.

K0

K

Kf

Kb

4. Formal Analysis
No doubt that group communication protocol intuitively claims
the immunity against forward secrecy and backward secrecy,
but the formal analysis and verification is one of the competent
methods to analyze either the protocols really possess such
secrecy properties. Normally, the formal analysis is meant to
express the protocol as an algebraic theorem to verify the
secrecy properties i.e. forward secrecy and backward secrecy
of group communication in MMR WiMAX network. In order
to utilize the theorem proving technique, the group
communication protocols need to be modeled in the logical
and formal way. In this paper, formal analysis based on rank
theorem is carried out to analyze the possessiveness of secrecy
properties in the proposed SEDRRA protocol as compared to
the baseline RMRA group key protocol [30]. Both protocols
are modeled and verified with respect to forward and backward
secrecy.
4.1 Formal analysis of SEDRRA protocol
In this section, rank theorem based on formal technique is
carried out to verify the secrecy properties of group key
protocol. Rank theorem utilizes the rank function to map facts
related to given protocol into ranks. This rank has positive,
negative or zero value. The complete description can be found
in [30].The initial step is to introduce the basic conceptual
notations, which will be used to model and proof the proposed
protocols. In the second step, proposed protocols will be
precisely defined as well as modeled in a formal way with
respect to the rank theorem and their secrecy property. The key
purpose is to map the rank function between the set of facts
with the sets of integers. The set of facts includes; the protocol
events, protocol execution traces and the secrecy property.
4.2 Basic notations
Basic notations are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Basic notations
M
U
S
A
E
KGt
KGt+i
KGt-i
T

Sets of all possible messages that transmit and receive during the
execution of group key protocols
a legitimate user
Sets of all secret messages, S ⊂ M. These messages are hidden
from the adversary.
Adversary or intruder
Set of all possible events, (join or leave)
Group key generated for the current session. A ∉ Gt ⇒ KGt ∈ S
Group key generated for the group Gt+i and is utilized at any time
in the future, A ∉ Gt+i ⇒ KGt+i ∈ S.
Group key generated and is utilized in past. A ∉ Gt-i ⇒ KGt-i ∈ S.
Set of all possible traces,

Gt
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Set of initial knowledge of the adversary, such that K0 ⊂ M. Thus
there is no secret in this knowledge. Or it can be said that ∀m ∈ M
: m ∈ S ⇒ m =∉ K0
Set of knowledge of the adversary. The adversary upgrades this
set by executing E. It starts with K0 and E, and then by executing
sequences of E, it upgrades this knowledge. K0 ⊆ K and K ⊆ M.
Set of knowledge of a user who was the member of the group in
the past but currently neither he is not a member nor can he access
to the secret keys of current group. Kf ∩ K = ∅.
Set of knowledge of a user who may be the prospective user in
future. But currently he is neither a member not can access to the
secret keys of current group. Kb ∩ K = ∅.
Current group,

4.3 Forward secrecy
Definition: For any current group Gt, and an adversary A,
where A ∈ Gt and A knows KGt. If A compromised the
KGKEKx-i of PGt, such that it follows the condition of current
group session key, there will be not a single trace T that A
can perform to attain the KGKEKx-i to decrypt KGTEKxn-i for Gt
to access the future communication.
A ∈ Gt ⇒¬∃τ ∈ T: KGKEKx-i = τ(E, M) where i > 0
This can be expressed as
∮f (SEDRRA) = ∀m ∈ S, A ∈ Gt ⇒¬∃τ ∈ T: τ (E, M) → m
∮f (SEDRRA) ≡ (K∪ Kf) ∩ S = ∅
Theorem:∀m ∈ K, ρ∮ (m) > 0 ⇒ Gt|= ∮f (SEDRRA),Where m = τ
(E, M) and τ ∈T
Assumption: m ∈ K, ρ∮ (m) = 0
Proof:
m ∈ K and m ∉ K0
(a)
∀m ∈ M, m ∈ S ⇒ m ∉ K0
(b)
∀m ∈ M, m ∉ K0 ⇒ m ∈ S
(c)
m ∈ K0 ⇒ ρ∮ (m) > 0
(d)
m ∉ K0, m ∈ S⇒ ρ∮ (m) = 0
(e)
m ∈ S and m ∉ K0 ⇒ ∃τ ∈ T: τ (E, M) → m
(f)
∃τ ∈ T: τ (E, M) → m ⇒ ρ∮ (m) = 0
(g)
∃τ ∈ T: τ (E, M) → m ⇒ m ∈ S
(h)
By substituting the equation (h) in ∮f(SEDRRA)
¬ (∃τ ∈ T: τ (E, M) → m) ⇒ m ∈ S
¬ (m ∈ S) ⇒ m ∈ S
m∉ S⇒m∈S
ρ∮ (m) = 0 ⇒ ¬ ∮f(SEDRRA)
ρ∮ (m) = 0 ⇒ Gt| ∮f(SEDRRA)
According to the theorem, for all the messages that belong to
the set of knowledge of adversary, adversary upgrades this
knowledge by executing events. The adversary initiates the
updates by the primary set of knowledge K0 and the events. By
executing a series of events, adversary updates its knowledge.
It can be said that (K0 ⊆ K and K ⊆ M). For the protocol to
satisfy a forward secrecy property ∮f, Gt|= ∮f protocol needs to
maintain a positive rank for the messages generated by the
adversary. This is due to the reason that according to the rank
function rule, adversary primary knowledge must belong to
positive rank. Secondly, only positive rank can be generated
from positive ranks. It needs to be ensured that none of the
legitimate participant should generate anything non-positive
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rank to the system. To proof the theorem, it is assumed that
there exist some messages that belong to the set of knowledge
of adversary. Adversary sequentially upgrades this knowledge.
Secondly, it is assumed that these messages belong to a zero
rank. Zero rank messages belong to the set of secret messages
that shared between the members and the servers. It also
belongs to the set of all group keys that were generated from
the previous group. If the forward secrecy property ∮f(SEDRRA)
is correct for the SEDRRA protocol with these assumptions,
which shows that Gt|= ∮f in this theorem. Thus for the
SEDRRA protocol to hold the forward secrecy property ∮f,
need to be invalid with this assumptions so that Gt|= ∮f.
According to equation (a) it is clear that zero rank cannot be
generated by the primary knowledge of adversary. If a
message belongs to an updated set of knowledge of adversary,
then it is for sure not from the initial knowledge of the
adversary. Based on equation (a), equation (b) can be deduced.
It states that for all the messages that belong to the sets of all
messages, if these messages belong to secret messages then for
sure, it does not belong to the set of primary knowledge of
adversary. Equation (d) shows that if the message belongs to
primary knowledge of adversary, it must have positive rank.
From equations (a-d) it can be deduced that if a message
doesn’t belongs to a primary knowledge of adversary, it must
not have positive rank. Thus it has either zero rank or negative
rank. According to the rank rule, a system cannot generate
negative rank, which means that it is definitely zero rank as
illustrated in equation (e). Thus from the equation (f) it can be
seen that if the message belongs to the set of secret messages,
which indicates that there are at least some traces exist, which
basically belongs to all possible traces. Such that the message
m is derived by the trace by executing the sets of events E on
the sets of all possible messages M. By comparing equations
(e) and (f) equation (g) can be obtained. If equation (h) is
substituted in forward secrecy property ∮f, it can be seen that
with this assumption, forward secrecy is invalid for SEDRRA
protocol. Hence, it is proved that SEDRRA protocol holds
forward secrecy property ∮f, Gt|= ∮f.
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m ∈ K, ρ∮ (m) = 0
The proof of the theorem is same as discussed in forward
secrecy. Thus from the above analysis, it can be seen that the
proposed SEDRRA protocol exhibits both secrecy properties,
whereas the current RMRA scheme lacks these properties.

5. Mathematical Analysis
In this mathematical analysis, comparison of communication
cost for both SEDRRA and RMRA rekeying schemes is
derived. The communication cost of a single hop in MMR
WiMAX network involves three types of communication
procedures within the joining/leaving N-RS and MR-BS. The
processes include key request and key response to and from
MR-BS, GKUC for GKEK and GKUC for GTEK. To
calculate the statistics of total messages, MR-BS will be taken
as the point of reference i.e. the total of messages sent from
MR-BS is used to gauge the efficiency.
During this mathematical analysis, it is assumed that
1. The total communication will be calculated during one
group key session. One group session key will lasts until
the key used to decrypt the multicast communication
remains alive.
2. The lifetime of GKEK have six (6) iteration of update
command or in case of RMRA it is six (6) iterations for
GTEK. After this iteration, group session key will be
updated and GKUC is distributed for the new group key
session. This “6” iterations is taken as random.
3. Once relays are joined to any hop, it will remain joined for
multihop and the messages are summed up for all hops.
4. At least six (6) relays join to each hop to calculate the
communication cost at multihop level.
The number six (6) is taken as random
The total communication cost (c) can be defined by equation 1
discussed in [31]. The communication cost is calculated in
terms of unicast and multicast messages when any member
joins the group on per hop basis.
K

C = H ∑ SA

(1)

A=1

4.4 Backward secrecy
Definition: for any current group Gt, and an adversary A,
where A ∈ Gt and A knows KGt. If A compromised the
KGKEKx+i of PGt, such that it follows the condition of current
group session key, there will be not a single traces T that A can
perform to attain the KGKEKx+i to decrypt KGTEKxn+i for Gt to
access the future communication.
A ∈ Gt ⇒¬∃τ ∈ T: KGKEKx+i = τ(E, M) where i > 0
This can be expressed as
∮f = ∀m ∈ S, A ∈ Gt ⇒¬∃τ ∈ T: τ (E, M) → m
∮b≡ (K∪ Kb ) ∩ S = ∅

The total communication cost for single hop for proposed
SEDRRA scheme is calculated using equation 2, where ‘RJ’
illustrates the relay join and ‘1’ shows the number of relays
join at a time. According to the protocol, if any member wants
to join the group, one unicast message i.e. GKEK[KEK] and two
broadcast messages as per the assumptions i.e. GKUCGTEK[GKEK] and Sp[GTEK] are transmitted from MR-BS to
joining member and group session respectively. Equations 3
and 4 shows the message required for the joining of two and n
members respectively.

Theorem:
∀m ∈ K, ρ∮ (m) > 0 ⇒ Gt|= ∮f ,
Where m = τ(E, M) and τ ∈T
Assumption:

C Rj −1 = H (∑ SUNICAST + ∑ S MULTICAST )

K =1

K =2

A=1

A=1

(2)
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K =2

A=1

A=1

K =n

K =2

A=1

A=1

C Rj −n = H ( ∑ SUNICAST + ∑ S MULTICAST )

(3)

of number of hops with the multicast messages in one hop. The
proposed scheme depends on the number of relays joining the
group in first hop only and the number of hops.

(4)

= [(nji(1) + 6)]+[(nji(2) + 6)]+[(nji(3) + 6)]+...[(nji(n) + 6)] (10)

This is due to the reason that the GKEK is refreshed and
updated by N-RS itself and GTEK is updated by MR-BS
periodically. From equation 4, it can be seen that if ‘n’ number
of members join the group, n numbers of unicast and two
multicast message is required.
The total communication cost for two hops for proposed
scheme is calculated using equations 5 to 7. As per the
assumption, if any new member joins the groups at this hop,
there will be no unicast while only one multicast message i.e.
GKUC-GTEK [GKEK] is transmitted from the MR-BS. The
reason for no unicast is the authentication protocol. As all the
keys are managed by N-RS and according to SEDRRA
protocol, GKUC for GKEK is transmitted by the joining
members and GKUC for GTEK will be managed by the first
joined N-RS.
K =0
A=1

A=1

K =0

K =1

A=1

A=1

K =0

K =1

A=1

A=1

C Rj −2 = H ( ∑ SUNICAST + ∑ S MULTICAST )
C Rj −n = H ( ∑ SUNICAST + ∑ S MULTICAST )

14
12
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8
6

2
0

(6)

(7)

0

1

2

3
4
Number of N-RS Join

5

where nj= node joins, Subscript i = number of nodes, Subscript
(h) = number of hops. However, the communication cost for
RMRA based on the same assumptions can be calculated using
the equation 10 & 11. From equations, it can be analyzed that
the total communication cost for the RMRA scheme depends
on the total number of relays joining the group and the product

7

It shows the effect of number of N-RS joins the group on
message counts in a single hop. It is evident from the figure
that if one N-RS joins the group, three and seven messages are
required for SEDRRA and RMRA protocol respectively.
If six N-RS joins, it is eight and twelve messages respectively
for SEDRRA and RMRA protocols. Thus, it can be concluded
that for a single hop, the proposed scheme shows better
performance by 33% as compared to RMRA.
Figure 7 depicts the communication cost for two hops. In this
figure, if one N-RS joins the group, one and seven messages
are required for SEDRRA and RMRA rekeying protocols
respectively.
N-RS JOIN THE GROUP (TWO HOPS)
20
SEDRRA
RMRA

16

(8)

(9)

6

Figure 6. Messages required for N-RS joins (single hop)

18

Thus from the above discussion, it can be conclude that the
total message transmitted by MR-BS is given by equation 9

i =1

16

(5)

A=1

]

SEDRRA
RMRA

18

K =1

A=1

[

N-RS JOIN THE GROUP (SINGLE HOP)
20

Total Number of Messages

K =0

i =n

Figure 6 illustrates the mathematical analysis of
communication cost between the proposed and the existing
group communication protocols.

4

Thus from equation 7, it can be concluded that if n number of
member joins the group at two hop level, there will be no
unicast while one multicast message will be transmitted from
MR-BS as per cost calculation assumptions.
The total communication cost for three hops for proposed
scheme is calculated using equation 8. Here if any new
member joins the group, as per the assumption, there will be
no unicast while only one multicast message i.e. GKUCGTEK [GKEK] is transmitted from the MR-BS. Thus total
message will remain the same i.e. one.

C Rj −1 = H ( ∑ SUNICAST + ∑ S MULTICAST )

(11)

i =1

K =1

C Rj −1 = H ( ∑ SUNICAST + ∑ S MULTICAST )

= ∑ (nji ( h (1)) + 2) + h

i =n

= ∑ ( nji ( h ) + 6( h))

Total Number of Messages

K =1

C Rj −2 = H (∑ SUNICAST + ∑ S MULTICAST )
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Figure 7. Messages required for N-RS joins (two hops)
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N-RS JOIN THE GROUP (THREE HOPS)
25
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RMRA

Total Number of Messages
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Multicast-RMRA
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Figure 10. Unicast & multicast messages required for
multihop
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Figure 8. Messages required for N-RS joins (three hops)
Figure 9 shows the effect of N-RS joining in multihop level on
the total message count. It can be seen that if one N-RS joins at
a single hop, eight and twelve messages are required.
However, it will remain stagnant at multihop level. As far as
RMRA protocol is considered, in the second hop, there is a
great slump and the total messages required decreased to one
message and remain stagnant at multihop level.
N-RS JOIN THE GROUP
25
SEDRRA
RMRA
20
Total Number of Messages

joins the group. Later, these messages decrease to zero unicast
and one multicast for the multihop.

Total Number of Messages

However, as 6th N-RS joins, the total number of messages
required for RMRA rose up to twelve but the message required
by SEDRRA protocol remains stagnant. Thus from the above
discussion, it can be concluded that SEDRRA scheme outperformed the RMRA by almost 90% in the second hop.
The same goes to Figure 8 when the communication cost for
three hops is considered. According to the figure, SEDRRA
performed 90% better then the RMRA scheme.
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For RMRA scheme, in the first hop, six unicast and six
multicast messages are required and it remains the same for the
multihop level. Thus it is clear from the above discussion that
the proposed scheme is better performed in terms of
communication cost when compared to RMRA scheme.
From the mathematical analysis, it can be analyzed that for the
proposed SEDRRA protocol in multihop environment constant
number of unicast and one multicast is required for the
rekeying group communication. On the other hand, the
existing RMRA protocol, for the node join in multihop
environment, linear unicast and multicast is needed for the
rekeying of the group communication. Thus it can be seen that
the proposed SEDRRA protocol performs well in terms of
complexity when node joins in multihop environment. Table 2
illustrates the comparison of complexity of both protocols.
Table 2. Comparative analysis of MBS protocols
Node Join
SCHEME

15

Unicast
10

F/S

B/S

NO

NO

YES

YES

Multicast

RMRA

O(n)

O(n)

SEDRRA

O(1)

0

5

6. Conclusion
0

0

1

2

3
4
Number of HOPS

5

6

7

Figure 9. Messages required for multihop
If unicast and multicast messages are evaluated separately for
SEDRRA and RMRA protocols, figure 10 shows a clear
picture for both schemes. For the first hop, six unicast and two
multicasts are required for SEDRRA scheme, when six N-RS

This paper presents the performance analysis of SEDRRA
group communication protocol with the comparison of existing
RMRA protocol. The performance analysis is carried out with
the help of mathematical and formal analysis. Mathematical
analysis is used to analyze the communication costs and the
complexity of the protocols while formal analysis using rank
theorem is used to analyze the possessiveness of the forward
and backward secrecy property of the protocols. SEDRRA
protocol enhances the previous work by [2] in order to achieve
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minimum communication cost in terms of unicast and
multicast messages when N-RS joins or leave the Group. In
general finding concludes that SEDRRA protocol utilizes less
number of messages when relays join the group
communication in multihop environment. When comparing to
RMRA, SEDRRA protocol out-performed by 33% for single
hop and 90% for the second and third hop respectively. In
terms of unicast and multicast messages, SEDRRA requires O
(1) unicast and one multicast in multihop environment when
relays joins the MBS group communication. While, RMRA
requires linear O(n) unicast and multicast in the same
environment. Formal analysis using rank theorem proved that
SEDRRA protocols holds forward and backward secrecy while
existing RMRA protocol lacks these secrecy property. Thus,
from the three different aspects, the proposed SEDRRA
protocol out-performed the existing RMRA protocols. The
proposed scheme can be used in LTE-Advanced and smart grid
communication applications.
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Appendix A: Conceptual design for SEDRRA schemes in MMR WIMAX

